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sk any blues fans to name the
important blues locales and they
will rattle off Mississippi, Texas, and
Chicago. Debbie Bond has spent the better
part of her adult life championing Alabama’s
blues roots. Her support of its people and
places essential to the growth of the blues
has opened the eyes of Blues Nation. Her
founding of the Alabama Blues Project in
1995 has been the driving force behind her
mission. But that is not all Debbie is about.
She is an accomplished musician who has
worked with Alabama’s finest blues royalty,
Johnny Shines, Eddie Kirkland, Little
Whit and Big Bo, and most importantly
Willie King. In addition, her nearly 20-year
marriage to Rick Asherson has shared the
Alabama blues legacy around the world. Her
current release, Blues Without Borders, is a
journey through the various musics Debbie
has experienced. There is much to ponder and
search out in Debbie’s detailed observations.
Art Tipaldi: When did you first discover
the blues?

DEBBIE BOND
By Art Tipaldi
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Debbie Bond: I first heard the blues with
I was about 11 years old in Sierra Leone,
West Africa. My mother was a cultural
anthropologist, doing her field research
there. Besides stunning African music, Sierra
Leoneans were listening to American blues
and soul, and I heard it that way. I was blown
away by this exposure to great music. Even at
my school, they brought in the most amazing
bands to play the end of term celebrations.
WOW! I was hooked.
I got my first guitar when I was 13 and
played my first performance on Sierra Leone
TV - The Go Go Show. It was 1969 and their
equivalent of Soul Train. There was only one
TV station in the whole country. When I went
into town to the market, little kids would
joyfully run after me shouting, “Go Go
Show!” Very fun first and last experience of
that kind of fame! I first heard Wilson Picket
and Percy Sledge there and ended up here
in Alabama, near Muscle Shoals where that
music was made. Strange how life works.

Art Tipaldi: Who were the first blues
artists you were listening to?
Debbie Bond: I wasn’t so conscious of
distinctions between soul and blues. I wasn’t
even aware at the time who it was I was
listening to. It was later, in England that I got
to hear some American blues live and heard
much more recorded music. I was in my
first band there, we played R&B, and I was
a background vocalist. My guitar-slinging
boyfriend at the time, when I first attended
university, had an extraordinary knowledge
of American music, including blues and
soul, and a record collection to match.
He gave me cassette tapes with loads
of great American music to check out. I hung
out in the amazing record stores at that time
where you could listen to records before you
bought them. I also heard Howlin’ Wolf,
Johnny Shines, and a lot of soul like Jean
Knight, Shirley Brown, Dorothy Moore,
and more. I also listened to the rocking/
psychedelic blues of Jimi Hendrix (who died
there in England when I was a teenager) and
Janis Joplin.
We also went out to hear live music
– B.B. King, Johnny “Guitar” Watson, and
more. I loved this music. He also introduced
me to Bonnie Raitt’s music and took me to
see her live in London at the Hammersmith
Odeon. I was truly in love with this music
and deeply touched by these experiences. It is
only over time that I became more educated
about blues history and who people were. I
am certainly still learning.
I got to Alabama when I was 22, in
1979, really by accident, and I met Johnny
Shines. I played him a cassette recording of
my band, and he took me under his wing. He
was very sweet and completely encouraging.
My band, The Kokomo Blues Band, backed
him locally, off and on (he was also gigging
with Kent Duchane and a band with his
new wife, Candy Martin Shines, and others)
through the last ten years of his life. We
played with Johnny on the last gig he ever
played, at Tuscaloosa’s “The Chukker,” a
local, storied dive.
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Art Tipaldi: What was it about the blues that spoke to you?
Debbie Bond: I was hit by this powerful emotional music that came out of horrifically
hard times, created by people of African decent here in America, coming out of conditions
of slavery, later share cropping, violence, racism and injustice. If you don’t feel the blues,
you indeed have a hole in your soul. Without going into personal details, I had my own
heartaches and demons to contend with and the blues helped me. Playing music soothed
my soul and still does, while the funky grooves grabbed me and made me want to move.
I probably was mentored longest by the late, great Willie King. Willie called his
blues “struggling blues.” He said it was sent down to be a healing force, medicine for the
soul. Willie demonstrated the power of intimately sharing our stories through the blues,
helping us transcend and connect in our common humanity. Something so needed, more
than ever.
Art Tipaldi: When did you first pick up your instrument?
Debbie Bond: I came from a musical family. My Dad was a preacher and, prior to their
split, my mother sang and led the church choir. My mother said I sang before I talked.
My dad’s mother was a singer. After my parents divorced, our lives changed dramatically.
Suddenly, our house was always full of people from all over the world. Parties were jam
sessions. We had a piano, African drums, and people brought instruments. I played some
piano but got my first guitar age 13, an acoustic one, and was hooked. At first, I played
English, Irish, and early American folk music. I tried to play some blues, took a while to
feel like I was getting somewhere with that!
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Art Tipaldi: Can you explain the effect traveling with your mother to Africa had on
your musical awakening?
Debbie Bond: Well, I think I touched on that above. Music was so much more part of
daily life in Sierra Leone, and it really affected me. I remember going to jam with kids
in the neighborhood I lived in. Everyone sat around in the compound and jammed on
whatever we could get our hands on. Getting to hear wonderful live singing, harmonizing,
bands with horns and electric guitars. High Life music was the popular West African style
at the time for electric bands. Seeing the most amazing and wonderful dancing for the first
time moved me too. I loved to dance! It was so freeing. I felt really free when I as part
of that. My mother remarried a West African. He came to live with us in England and the
influence of this culture continued. I was blessed by these experiences.
Art Tipaldi: How were those early experiences influential in your decades of work
promoting blues and its artists.
Debbie Bond: From living in West Africa, I felt I had seen firsthand the connection
between Africa and the blues. Also, how extraordinarily unaware Americans were about
the rich diversity of African culture, language, music, and history. When I also saw how
tragically overlooked Alabama’s blues history was, I founded the Alabama Blues Project
to do something about it!
We developed a blues curriculum and history lessons that always started with
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African roots. Despite the massive repression and suppression of African culture in the
U.S., it still survived in food, language, visual arts, and music. It is so obvious to me – the
Alabama Blues Project forced me to try to learn how to express that a little. I just couldn’t
believe why this Alabama blues music and history was – and is - so overlooked!
Despite all of this, the blues culture here continues to thrive beneath the radar.
Thankfully, over time it is slowly becoming more recognized. Our “Blues in the Schools”
programs always featured a traditional Alabama blues artist, like Eddie Kirkland, Sam
Lay, Willie King, Carroline Shines (Johnny Shines’ daughter), Shar Baby, Earl “Guitar”
Williams and so many more! Alabama blues musicians have rarely received the recognition
they deserve. I am very thankful for the efforts of the Alabama State Council on the Arts,
our blues societies, the Blues Foundation, and so many more for supporting us in these
efforts to support the states overlooked blues culture.
Musicians play the blues because they have to – this is the indigenous music from
this region – and Alabama blues, past and present is a testimony to that fact.
Art Tipaldi: How are those experiences still guiding your mission.
Debbie Bond: I have been interviewing and collecting information on Alabama blues for
40 years. I am very driven to write what could still be the first book on the subject. If the
pandemic continues and I can’t gig, that’s my next goal.
I guess being the daughter of a cultural anthropologist had its effect! I kind of
rebelled against academia and wanted to make culture, not study it. But that urge is there
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and I hope I am blessed enough to bring it to fruition. I am thankful to have passed the
torch on and the Alabama Blues Project is thriving and continues the mission with an all
African-American staff.
Art Tipaldi: In blues there is always such a deep focus on the roots in Mississippi,
Texas, Chicago and other locales. Can you tell our readers about the importance of
Alabama’s blues roots.
Debbie Bond: I think I touched on this above. I cannot over-emphasize the unfortunate
effects of the spin doctoring around Mississippi blues origins.
Mississippi deserves massive attention for its rich blues culture, and there are
many books, articles, films, and museums celebrating Mississippi blues. But the story
of the blues isn’t one man inventing it on a front porch on a Mississippi plantation
somewhere on the Delta and passing it on from there; it’s much more interesting and
complicated. For example, when the icon of Mississippi blues, Robert Johnson, made
his musical breakthrough, he didn’t simply sell his soul at the crossroads. It turns out
he was woodshedding with a blues musician called Ike Zinnerman, who came from the
Wiregrass region of Alabama!
All the southeastern states were important, including Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, North and South Carolina. Like perhaps all cultural
developments, the blues evolved simultaneously across all these states, and probably
more. The blues developed wherever there were Black communities living under Jim
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Crow, with a past history of plantation slavery, massive exploitation, sharecropping and
deep systemic racism
It is a dynamic story, in no strict order and includes vaudeville, guitar players,
banjo players, diddley bows, fiddle players, piano players, string bands, jazz bands, horn
players, jug bands, solo singers, street musicians, juke joint players, TOBA Theaters, tent
shows, barrel-houses, honky-tonks, brothels, and, from 1921, records followed by radio.
People traveled extensively very early on, all over the US, the Caribbean, Mexico, and
even to Europe. I am thrilled to see writers deconstruct some of the mythology around
Mississippi and Delta blues, and love a recent book demonstrating the huge influence of
vaudeville on blues origins.
I have heard too many firsthand stories of our early blues culture to know that it
was thriving here in Alabama from the beginning. Eddie Kirkland learned his chops from
his juke-joint-playing stepfather near Dothan. Willie King’s grandmother had jukes at
her home in Alabama, where his mother met his juke-joint-playing father. Honey Boy
Edwards describes in the 1930s traveling to Alabama to play the local blues and gambling
joints.
Here’s a perfect example of the popular Delta-centric view. When I was playing
with Willie King’s band, The Liberators, we often opened for Honey Boy, stayed in the
same hotels and had lots of time to chat. That’s when he told me the story of his hoboing
to Northport, Alabama, playing juke joints in Gordo, Livingston, and other small Alabama
towns, and how Tuscaloosa then had a thriving blues scene. He had a girlfriend there that
he shacked up with for a while. He knew in detail these small towns and the geography of
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where I now live. He described blues routes from Greenville, Greenwood, and Columbus,
Mississippi, to Northport, Tuscaloosa, and Birmingham etc. in Alabama. He also said there
was a Southern route through Mississippi to Alabama, which went through Jackson and
Meridian, to Demopolis, Selma, and Montgomery, and then on to Columbus Georgia, etc.
No one ever asked him about Alabama. I come across this all the time.
The tragic thing is so that many people who had this direct knowledge are no longer
with us. I’ve read all of Honey Boy’s biography and there was no mention of Alabama. If the
questions aren’t asked, the answers are never going to be found.
Just to name-drop some of Alabama’s more prominent blues women stars over the
years, there’s Odetta, Big Mama Thornton, Dinah Washington, Lucille Bogan, and Ma
Rainey, to name a few!
Mississippi has done a great job in promoting its outstanding blues history and heritage.
But I think many people are simply mesmerized by the exotic stories of the Delta and have
sadly neglected the part many other regions played in the story of the blues. This is surprising
and deeply disappointing, especially because so many of these writers consider themselves
scholars and academics of the blues. Thankfully, there are exceptions and the field has really
been opening up in the last few years, but there are still no books on Alabama’s blues culture.
I hope I can set that right!
Art Tipaldi: I know about your work with the likes of Willie King, Johnny Shines, and
Eddie Kirkland. Can you tell our readers about the importance of those men in the
blues. Especially the importance of Willie’s club.
Debbie Bond: Well, each one of these outstanding blues musicians deserve their own book!
Many people only know Johnny because of his association with Robert Johnson, something
he rightfully resented. He was a great, world-class, musician, guitarist, songwriter, and singer
in his own right and with his own style. Of course, Robert was an influence, and they had
many adventures together. The focus on Robert Johnson, who in fact was a small fish in his
time (hence his records are rare, because few knew about him or bought his records) has
perhaps meant that other great musicians are overlooked.
Eddie Kirkland, who played with John Lee Hooker, Otis Reading, and more, was also
a unique, original singer, songwriter, and guitar player - outstanding. Both of these musicians
were part of the cutting edge, creating the new blues music of their era in real time and
leaving a lasting imprint on the music that came after.
Finally, Willie King. Where to begin. Willie was a wonderful singer, songwriter,
guitar player, and performer. He called his blues “struggling” blues because he felt it was a
way of communicating his people’s story and history of oppression. He also knew that the
blues was a healer, and that the juke joint was a place to come together and deal with the
profoundly challenging human emotions that came out of that oppression. He had a song
called, “Terrorized,” before 9/11 that spoke to the trauma of generations of racism. He really
wanted his blues to bring people together, people of all backgrounds, rich, poor Black and
White. He wanted his band to be diverse so it would be a statement of that. His music had
a message of unity, compassion, coming together. They called him “the Bob Marley of the
blues.”
We played every Sunday night at Bettie’s Place. It wasn’t a club but a one-room
shack down a dirt road. A real deal Juke Joint, $2 admission, $1 beers, no guns, or gambling
allowed. It wasn’t Willie’s but Bettie’s place. I got the chance to meet the original “Bettie”
who died shortly after I first got there, but the tradition she started continued with her family
members, held together by Willie’s great music and the community ethos of supporting and
uplifting each other. Like so many of these real deal joints, it was originally run by a woman.
Willie saw the importance of the juke joint as a gathering place where his blues music was
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forged. He always told me, “You have to take the spirit of the juke joint wherever you go. If
you can do that, you are sharing the spirit of the blues.”
I am forever grateful and thankful for that experience. Willie always encouraged me
and helped to develop my lead guitar skills. The last thing he said to me was “Keep on
pushing.” I guess I am. The sad thing about Willie is that he died just as he was just getting
more widely known. He passed away in 2009 and I hope people check him out.
Art Tipaldi: What are some of the most important musical lessons about the blues these
mentors taught you.
Debbie Bond: I don’t think a day goes by and I don’t think of things they shared with me
and I am still learning to put into practice. To trust myself. Big Bo liked to say, “I can’t be
nobody else.” a lot. I toured Europe with Little Whit and Big Bo and performed with them
here in Alabama. Big Bo would say, “God don’t make no junk, you got to trust yourself.” To
do my own thing, tell my story. So much I learned from Willie including the above, how to
trust the spirit to improvise words and music. How to jam together. I learned that what you
play is as important as what you don’t play. Space is powerful. Make your guitar talk. Give
it your all, whether there is one person in the audience or a thousand.
Johnny Shines was a big lesson in that. World-renowned, but rather taken for granted
here in Alabama, he’d come back here from playing abroad and people just didn’t know who
he was. Music and the blues are about communing. It’s about community. That’s one of the
things the pandemic makes so hard for us musicians. We thrive on community. We miss our
peeps. Pick up your guitar every day (Eddie Kirkland instructed me). These are just a few
things that ring through my mind from my mentors and I still strive to put into practice.
Art Tipaldi: Which female musicians were your inspirations? What did they teach you.
Debbie Bond: I love Bonnie Raitt. Hearing her helped give me permission to be a White
girl in love with this music. Ann Peebles. I love her soulfulness, her phrasing, her songs, the
arrangements, and instrumentation. Dorothy Moore, Denise LaSalle, I LOVE soul blues. I
love crazy Janis. I love her freedom. Aretha Franklin, the queen of it all, has it all. I wouldn’t
dare compare myself to any of them. But I have learned and been truly inspired by them all.
Having their presence and musical expression on the planet in my lifetime has truly blessed
and inspired me. I met Bonnie through my association with Johnny Shines, I believe it was
Dick Waterman who kindly connected us when Johnny was sick and in the hospital at the
time.
Art Tipaldi: Your current CD is titled, Blues Without Borders. What is the overall story
that recording tells? How do you keep the traditional elements of the blues alive in your
contemporary songs.
Debbie Bond: I don’t consciously keep traditional elements alive in my songs. Years of
working with traditional blues musicians have molded who I am as a musician, and that’s
how the songs come out. I feel traditional and contemporary at the same time for sure. I feel
the title, Blues Without Borders, is right for me on so many levels. I love soul, blues, jazz,
Americana, even some country, and the songs I write have all those influences.
I also think that music is a universal language, and certainly that is true of the blues.
The blues is world music, with its African and European/Celtic roots, forged in America and
now spread the planet over. It is powerful, emotional music that expresses our human joy and
pain and everything in between. It transformed the planet’s music, giving birth to so much

great music today.
I want my blues to speak to that – our common humanity around the world. I sure
wish we could just love and respect each other. So I have some songs that express that. Some
social justice songs, a climate change song about how we need to love and respect Mother
Nature too and this amazing planet we all live on. This small world we share that has limited
recourses and works pretty good if we live in harmony with it. It is an abundant treasure if we
don’t just live in greed and for the short-term benefit of a few. There are songs about that too.
Plus plenty of love and heartbreak songs. Stuff we all experience. We are all going through
the same stuff all over the world.
Willie King used to say, “the blues is a feeling, – you have to look for the meaning
in that feeling.” It’s not just a particular guitar lick or song structure, it is a felt sense of
something very deep in humanity that we can share. It wouldn’t make sense for us all to be
trying to sound like the greats of the past but we can feel united to their spirit.
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Art Tipaldi: Can you tell readers about the Alabama Blues Project? Its founding, its
educational mission, why that school outreach is essential today, and what its plans for
the future are.
Debbie Bond: We founded the Alabama Blues Project in 1995 to “promote and preserve
the rich history of Alabama’s blues culture through programs that educate and entertain.”
My partner at that time, Mike McCracken, a blues guitar player, and I spearheaded its
founding. At that time, we had connected with Mary Feldman and Billy Branch’s “Blues in
the Schools” program out of Chicago. We were mentored by Fruteland Jackson and got deep
in the trenches of blues education in the Birmingham City Schools.
I have always loved working with children. When the Chicago program left Alabama,
we decided to forge ahead with the mission, focusing on Alabama blues heritage. We began
our first program in the local Boys and Girls Club, and it developed over time into a kind of
blues school, with weekly meetings, training a beginner, intermediate, and advanced band,
lots of local performances and lots of interaction with some of Alabama’s great musicians,
including Eddie Kirkland, Big Bo McGee, B.J. Miller, B.J. Reed, Dr. Burt, Willie King,
and more. We tried to immerse our students in the practice and appreciation of the blues,
with a focus on Alabama. It was really good fun and the advanced band over the years has
turned out some excellent blues musicians! The ABP went on to impact tens of thousands
of children and adults over the years through programs in-school, after-school, at libraries,
festivals, theaters and more.
It is still so important to pass on the significance of this musical tradition, teaching
hands on instrument instruction as well as the history and significance of the blues as the
roots of so much contemporary American and world music. We can never stop teaching this
important history. Teaching about the blues you have to also teach American history - the
good bad and the ugly. The blues came out of that and continues to come out of that.
I am thankful that the ABP has been passed along to a new staff who are all of AfricanAmerican decent. It means so much to me and to see the organization thrive and grow in new
directions.
Art Tipaldi: You are unique in the business in that you are a wife and husband (Rick
Asherson) team celebrating a 20-year anniversary in 2022. How have you and Rick
managed to create this special Alabama blues aura? What advice can you pass along to
musical or artistic couples trying to figure out how to balance the career and a healthy
relationship.
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Debbie Bond: Great question! Interestingly, tomorrow night we are doing a show with
Alabama blues husband and wife team DieDra Hurdle and Keith Ruff, so perhaps we are not
entirely alone in this!
I wouldn’t have it any other way! It must be hard to leave a partner behind and go
on the road, or to be the partner left behind. I’ve talked to quite a few folks about this, and
some find it hard and others enjoy the space. Rick and I both love travel, love music, food,
books, humor, and on and on, So it truly is a blessing and fun. It’s work too! We have our
own strengths and weakness and seem to balance each other pretty well.
Of course, relationships are work, but I dig that and learn a lot. I don’t think it’s for
everyone, perhaps that’s why there’s so few. Being so constantly together in work and play
can be challenging but if you can handle the inevitable difficult times, it can also be deeply
satisfying. My previous husband was a blues guitar player, and we worked together all the
time too, so this is all I have known. I don’t think I would find it as much fun to be off touring
on my own.
Finally, I would like to say that being with Rick feels like it’s meant to be. To make a
long story short, he is from London. We met through Willie King. Willie phoned me and said
you got to meet this guy. In our first conversation we figured out that we went to the same
college in England at the same time! In fact, he knew my guitar-playing friend mentioned
above. Rick and I moved in together and were married on Willie King’s land, Freedom
Creek, a year later with Willie as our best man. We are coming up to our 20th anniversary. I
am so grateful to Willie forever for everything, especially for sending me Rick.
There was a brief time in where I was flying solo. I did enjoy that too, but really enjoy
the camaraderie and buzz of this joint creative effort. We work together, live together, travel
together, and create together. It is wonderful to be able to walk into our music room and
work on music together and live with most of the band. Rick plays keys, keyboard, bass,
harmonica, and sings, so I get quite a lot of musical input. We write together too. Of course,
we also need to go off and have some time to ourselves. Rick does an annual silent retreat,
and I am sure that helps a lot!

work to present the original recording in
the best possible way. We really learned a
lot this time about the technology side of
recording. I have to give huge credit to Rick
for that. This record is the first that we fully
produced ourselves from start to finish. We
appreciated having that control of our own
sound, and producing the mix as we really
wanted to hear it.
Recording helps you sort out any
wrinkles there may be in the song but I think
that taking our tunes out on the road is what
knocks the edges off and polishes their spirit.
- BMO
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Art Tipaldi: When you are not touring or recording, how much is music a part of your
daily life?
Debbie Bond: We play or listen to music most every day together and/or separately. During
the pandemic, we recorded and produced our new record, Blues Without Borders, which
because of the circumstances was a surprisingly labor-intensive process. I listen to music a
lot and we usually rehearse together, working on new or old songs most days. I don’t know
what I’d do without the joy, peace, and challenge of engaging with music.
Art Tipaldi: How does touring, recording, and writing help you both grow?
Debbie Bond: There is nothing like touring to keep you focused and in good shape personally,
physically, and musically. It is demanding being on the road for sure. Luckily, Rick likes to
drive (up to a point). Knowing every night that you are in front of a new audience, and you
want to give them your very best. Keep it fresh. So, mixing up material – we have a lot now
after 20 years of performing together! Touring keeps you on your toes because every venue
and audience has its own vibe.
Live performance is also where our songs get “road tested.” How something plays
live informs and develops songs as they evolve. Trying to play them like it’s the first and last
time, even if it is the 100th!
Recording is a completely different side of the coin/polyhedron! It is a process where
you crystallize where you are at a given time. You try, of course, to give it your all and then
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labama chanteuse and guitarist Debbie Bond has
established her bona fides over several decades,
during which she has avidly promoted blues in her
home state. Founder of the Alabama Blues Project,
she has been recognized as a “Blues Achiever” by
the Alabama Music Hall of Fame and, in 2004, won a
Keeping the Blues Alive (KBA) award from the Blues
Foundation. Along the way she has found the time
to play the blues enthusiastically, with appearances
alongside Willie King, Eddie Kirkland, and Johnny
Shines among others.
Bond hasn’t let the Covid pandemic stop her. She
and her co-producer husband, multi-instrumentalist Rick Asherson, embarked on her
fifth album when the pandemic hit. Undeterred, they harnessed the capabilities of our
present Internet virtual reality, recruited a number of notable musicians, and the result
is this set of ten original tracks.
Opening the festivities is a mid-tempo shuffle, “High Rider Blues,” introduced by
the strains of Asherson’s harmonica. It’s followed by the title cut, a plea for comity and
political sanity in a fraught world; Asherson enhances the syncopated beat on organ
and Ray Carless on saxophone. Next are two songs delving into the hoary theme of
love and its conundrums, each allowing Bond to display her aptitude on guitar, and
then comes “Radiator” (Asherson’s nickname), the outing buttressed by upbeat horns
and backing vocals.
Mid-set, we arrive at the heart of the matter with “Heart Of The Matter,” the prettiest
track, with Asherson’s piano and Brad Guin’s saxophone weaving a sweet tale behind
Bond’s controlled vocal. A segue to the topical is represented by “Winds Of Change,”
which addresses the current challenges faced by human civilization (to paraphrase
a wise man: is that an oxymoron?), and “Let Freedom Ring,” a song of praise to Dr.
Martin Luther King. Closing the set are “Shades Of Blue,” another amatory ballad, and
“Road Song,” invoking Bond’s relationship with “Radiator” and their life together in the
blues.
The ten songs exhibit solid crafts(wo)manship, with variety of pace and theme.
There are no ostentatious guitar solos. Asherson’s harmonica stylings are workmanlike
and his keyboard stylings are pleasing. For many listeners, the passion and range in
Bond’s soprano vocalizing may compensate for its lack of pure tone and perfect pitch.
– Dan Stevens

“Little Black Flies represents a passing
of the baton to a bandleader that many
credit for reinvigorating the South’s
proud roots scene.“
American Blues Scene

EDDIE 9V
LITTLE BLACK FLIES
RUF 1288

BLUES CARAVAN 2020

Jeremiah Johnson, Whitney Shay
& Ryan Perry
RUF 1286

“Every Blues Caravan tour has a fresh vibe, a
dizzying chemistry and plenty of sparks. With exciting blues artists like Jeremiah Johnson, Ryan
Perry, and Whitney Shay, you’ve got a trio of big
talent poised to blast the roof off every single
venue they perform in.” – Rock & Blues Muse
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ALBUM REVIEW
SEAN CHAMBERS
That’s What I’m Talkin’ About: Tribute To Hubert Sumlin
Quarto Valley Records

R

ecorded in 2020 just prior to the world changing a
bit, Sean Chambers’ ninth studio album features a
set of rousing, hard-edged blues of the kind that he and
his band used to play backing Hubert Sumlin. Chambers
says of the time: “The band and I woodshedded the
songs for a month or so and went to play with Hubert for
the first time in October of 1998. It was a magical night for
me, and the chemistry between us and Hubert worked
really well. After that show, Hubert asked if we would
become his full-time group. My band and I continued to
play and tour with Hubert for over four years.”
Sumlin passed away ten years ago, but his renown
never should. The Mississippi native was Howlin’ Wolf’s
lead guitarist because his piercing notes and perfect timing fluttered within the blues
giant’s songs like a graceful bird on a high-tension wire.
Florida-born and Stevie Ray Vaughan-bred, Chambers hit his stride during his
years with Sumlin. His tough as nails “Hubert’s Song” highlights his appreciation.
Chambers singing with joy, “You taught me how to play the blues, and we sure had
fun.” They must have. The remainder of the album features ten additional blues that
Chambers played night after night with Sumlin, and they’re all rendered with both
expertise, and exuberance.
Sumlin’s instrumental “Chunky” affords the band the chance to loosen up, and
the listener the opportunity to become completely hooked. “Willie Dixon’s “Do The Do”
rumbles; the groove, and Chambers’ explosions of slide as catchy as flypaper. Howlin’
Wolf’s “Rockin’ Daddy” does just that, Chambers singing in a powerful voice replete
with the shards-of-glass effect the Wolf bestowed on them, but in a fuller, honeyed
tone. His guitar playing still contains hints of Vaughan’s style, but his torrents of loose,
needle-sharp notes are certainly most influenced by Sumlin. Rory Gallagher and Sean
Costello both come to mind listening to him. The absolutely blistering take on St. Louis
Jimmy Oden’s classic “Goin’ Down Slow” alone makes this album. The band features
Bruce Katz (Ronnie Earl, Gregg Allman) and John Ginty of the Allman Betts Band.
Both offer rich, vintage piano and B-3. Drummer Andrei Koribanics and bassist Antar
Goodwin hammer and caress the beats.
Rolling Stone placed Hubert Sumlin in the top half of its first list of the “100
Greatest Guitarists of All Time.” Calling attention to the man like this is long overdue.
Sean Chambers manages to do so while also calling attention to himself by virtue of
these noteworthy performances.
– Tom Clarke
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ALBUM REVIEW
GERALD McCLENDON
Let’s Have A Party!
Delta Roots Records

BELOVED NEW ORLEANS FOLK ROCK DIVA

C

hicago’s “Soul Keeper” follows up his acclaimed
Can’t Nobody Stop Me Now from 2020 with the
even better Let’s Have A Party! McClendon’s old
school soul music evokes legendary masters like
Sam Cooke, Al Green, and Otis Redding among
others. Veteran drummer/producer/songwriter Twist
Turner is at the helm again for his 12 originals (he
also provides the strings on two tracks). Turner
assembled a cast of 16 with some prominent guests
like organist Jim Pugh, bassist Johnny B. Gayden,
and guitarists Rico McFarland, Melvin Taylor, and
Rusty Zinn. Returning musicians include guitarist Joe
Burba (who plays on eight tracks), bassist Art Love, saxophonists Skinny Williams
and John “Boom” Brumbach, keyboardists Brian James and Sumito “Ariyo” Ariyoshi,
and the Delta Roots Horns. Other important contributors are pianist Tony Llorens,
and bassists Harlan Terson and Dave Forte.
The overall groove is pretty much the same as its predecessor: deep ballads to
slinky shuffle-bumps. However, there is more thematic variety this time as attested
by the inspirational tunes “Keep On Keepin’ On” and “You Got To Be Strong,” and
the jeremiad “Ghetto Child.” The title track was inspired by Sam Cooke’s classic
party anthem which was an ebullient, swinging mixture of pop and pre-soul whereas
McClendon’s call to party is a sinuous shuffle-bump with sly vocals. McClendon is a
master balladeer with “Start All Over Again” and “I Just Can’t Take It Anymore” that
are imbued with a Percy Sledge-styled forlorn vulnerability.
Favorite tracks are two serpentine soul-blues suggestive of Little Johnny
Taylor with “Pack Your Bags And Go” and “Funky Stuff,” and two Little Milton-esque
blues that feature Rico McFarland’s stinging licks, “If It Ain’t The Blues” and “Throw
Your Dog A Bone.” There is even some sweet, lilting Northern soul with McClendon
crooning about a “Pretty Girl.”
My one minor criticism is that again there are no funky floorshakers, hip-shakin’
stompers, or roaring rafter-rattlers which I would very much like to hear McClendon
sing as he is a master of the other soul styles. Perhaps such tunes are part of his
live repertoire. Nonetheless, Let’s Have A Party! is a magnificent album of modern
old school soul music and is a definite contender for Soul-Blues Album of the Year.
Major kudos to all involved.
– Thomas J. Cullen III

LILLI LEWIS'
AMERICANA
OCT. 29TH

Featuring:
"My American Heart,"
"Wrecking Ball" and Seattle
Blues Legend Lady A on the
gospel instant classic
"A Healing Inside."

""Like listening to light.""
- Mandy Patinkin

Dennis Jones’ 7th Original Album

Soft Hard & Loud
Coming October 2020

New Single Like Sheep
September 2020 Release
”Though certainly aware of how Hendrix
burned the midnight lamp,
Jones is his own man.”
— Frank-John-Hadley, Downbeat Magazine
IBC 2004 Winner in Memphis
as part of Zac Harmon Band
3 years as lead guitarist with
Brian O’Neal and The Busboys
(Boys are Back in Town)

Booking/tour info and more at dennisjonescentral.com

ALBUM REVIEW
ROBBEN FORD
Pure
earMUSIC

M

ost reviewers I know hate to write bad reviews. I
do. But we feel duty-bound to tell the truth. The
truth is that Pure isn’t very good. Two descriptors most
cover it: “self-indulgent” and “boring.” If you stepped into
an elevator and this was playing, it would seem totally
appropriate.
Any album that’s completely instrumental like this
one – nine cuts just over 39 minutes – has one strike
against it, with no words for hooks. Ford further shackles
this set by laying down all the guitar tracks, then dubbing
in other players. Sometimes it works, but other times
the overlays, particularly the drums, are irritating, like a

sore, throbbing thumb.
The folder credits no other musicians. Press materials named three drummers,
Nate Smith, Toss Panos, and Shannon Forest, so I don’t know who to blame for the
sore thumb or compliment for fitting in. I suppose Ford plays sax, but it doesn’t say so.
The sax riff lifts the rocking “Write Rock Beer…8cents” with some of the best “feeling”
that’s missing most places. The lethargic “Balafon,” like others, in particular the title
track, had me nodding out. A jazzy toe-tapper, “Go” starts out strong, but gets tiresome
as it progresses, as does the initially inviting “If You Want Me To.”
There’s only one bonafide blues track, “Blues For Lonnie Johnson”. It’s good and
shows Ford’s prowess playing the genre. In fact, the guitar playing on the entire album
is technically near perfect. Unfortunately that guitar mastery didn’t add up to a pleasant
listening experience for me.
A lot of the album could be classified as jazz, I suppose, but maybe it’s even too
“far out” for that. It’s more like “sonic explorations” – with some other instruments overdubbed to add a bit of texture. Mostly, it is Ford delivering his guitar-riffing vision. It may
be composed, but sounds more like extemporaneous noodling.
One must acknowledge Ford’s previous accomplishments, including five Grammy
nominations, four of those for Best Contemporary Blues Album. He’s played with an
impressive, long list of top artists, Jimmy Witherspoon, Joni Mitchell, George Harrison,
John Mayall, Keb’ Mo,’ and Mavis Staples, to name just a few. He’s also a committed
teacher, through his “Guitar Dojo” brand, and Ford has contributed some excellent
music over 40 years and nearly two dozen albums.
Given that, and his press notes, perhaps Pure is exactly the album Ford set out
to create. But I think it barely hints at his lustrous pedigree.
– Dan D. Harrell

ALBUM REVIEW
ANDY PEAKE
Mood Swings
Biglittle Records

D

rummer Andy Peake has comfortably worn
several other hats during his decades in the
Midwestern music scene: producer, engineer,
singer, songwriter, and bandleader. He has toured
with many acclaimed groups, Tanya Tucker’s,
Delbert McClinton’s, and Nicolette Larson’s among
them.
Here Peake has corralled a total of 16 proficient
fellow musicians, both in person and virtually
(guitarist Will MacFarlane and keyboardist Kevin
McKendree are names you may recognize). The
result is a set of 11 tracks comprised of seven
originals. Peake handles all the vocals solo, save for the appearance in harmony of
singer John Cowan during the cover of Bob Dylan’s “I Shall Be Released.” A more
than credible rendition, and at over six minutes the set’s longest track, it is enhanced
by delicate and dulcet contributions of Al Hill on piano and John Prestia on guitar.
Another cover is a version of Chuck Berry’s “Johnny B. Goode.” Less frenetic
than Berry’s myriad-recorded renditions, it sports, if my hearing is accurate, some
(uncredited) accordion backing and Peake’s near-talking vocal. Actually, Peake’s
singing is one of the most interesting features of the entire set. Although lacking
grit and power, his vocalizations are pleasant and well applied, at times evoking
comparison to the singing of Mose Allison, J.J. Cale, and Michael Franks (of 1976’s
pop hit “Popsicle Toes”).
The songs run a gamut from pop to Americana to jazz, with a few tinges of
salsa and, of course, blues. One of the best is the opening cut, “Make Peace With
The Blues.” It is followed by the witty “Hip Replacement” (hip referring to hipster, not
leg joint), one of two tracks goosed along by the addition of trumpet and saxophone.
Shortly after we are treated to “If The Blues Was Green”: “If I had a dollar/for the times
you made me cry/There would be no end to/the things that I could buy.” The bluesy
lament is a jaunty shuffle graced by McKendree’s piano and James Pennebaker’s
nice guitar lead. Andy Peake’s first solo album, Mood Swings is eclectic and tasty.
– Dan Stevens

ALBUM REVIEW
STEVE MARRINER
Hope Dies Last
Stony Plain

T

he album begins with “Take Me To The City”
that could have been taken from Bob Seger’s
1972 breakout album Smokin’ O.P.s and ends with
“LongWay Down” focusing on a Dylan-like harp
circa ‘66 and lyrics that take you into the gutter the
way the best Kris Kristoffersen does on “Sunday
Mornin’ Comin’ Down.” In between are some tough
rockin’ numbers that echo Marriner’s work with
MonkeyJunk. On “Honey Bee” and “Somethin’
Somethin’,” he plays the salacious rock star mode
sure to get him in trouble with the Me Too movement.
The album was recorded in three different sessions, two of them pre-pandemic
and one mid-pandemic and is almost schizophrenic in the styles it jumps through in
ten cuts. Listen to each individually and they work, perfect for a time when the pop
music world is all about streaming individual cuts, but less effective for the average
blues fan listening straight through with a beer in a recliner.
Marriner was once known as “Southside Steve.” Make that the south end of
Ottawa, a long way from Chicago. A teen prodigy, he used this stage name the next
several years in bar bands. Since 2008, he’s best known as front man, singer, one
of two guitarists, and harmonica player for the Canadian rock ‘n’ roll-blues group
MonkeyJunk. He comes close to the hypnotic groove of that band on “How High”
and “Somethin’ Somethin’.” But that group is a trio. Here he’s got a lot of guest
musicians who water down the bite.
Hope Dies Last is the title of the CD, but with no song by that name included.
Judging by the tone and lyric contents, I’d say that the pandemic has mellowed his
strut. There’s some good stuff in here. “Long Way Down” could become a classic
in the way “All Along The Watchtower” has. “Coal Mine” showcases fine vocals
by Samantha Martin backed by some sparkling slide guitar. If you’re looking for a
MonkeyJunk fix, you’re going to have to dig for it. If you don’t mind a little pandemic
schizophrenia in the mix, check it out.
– Don Wilcock

ALBUM REVIEW
KELLY’S LOT
Where And When
Self-release

K

elly Zirbes is blessed with a vocal gift that is
both articulate and possesses a timbre that
can go from gentle to untold power. Her musical
appeal is reason enough that she has released
over 15 CDs to date. The 11 acoustic songs include
some deep blues roots with her intimate rendering
of songs by Howlin’ Wolf, Ma Rainey, Lovie Austin,
and Robert Johnson. Her guitarists complement
her vocals well with Doug Pettibone on lead and
slide guitar, Perry Robinson on rhythm guitar, and
David Grover laying down a steady beat on standup bass.
Twenty-five years ago, Kelly Zirbes, aka Kelly Z, established Kelly’s Lot and
has performed at several blues clubs and festivals in Southern California and toured
in France and Belgium. Having seen her several times, I’ve found her vocals most
memorable. As this entire CD was recorded in just seven hours with the musicians
seated in a circle, the listener can simply shut their eyes and feel the intimacy that
was captured in the recording process. The stark black and white cover photo has
Kelly staring out as if she was revealing her inner soul to the onlooker. As you listen
to this CD, those eyes will haunt you into delving into its deepest depths.
Hypnotic is the word that best describes “Lost” co-written by Zirbes and
Robinson. The lead and rhythm instruments weave a musical web around the
listener and the song ends in diminishing volume. Stand out cuts include the Zirbes/
Robinson “Stronger” with its snappy guitar and emphatic vocal and Lovie Austin’s
“Jealous Hearted Blues” which takes you back to the ‘20s. Kelly’s mom sang the
blues at home raising a large family and the liner notes include, “Thank you Mom, for
introducing me to the blues. You are in every song I write. Kelly.” Her mother should
be proud! If your CD library lacks a great acoustic blues recording that includes
original blues and songs that have gone before, Where And When will fill that gap
nicely.
– Pete Sardon

901.494.3860

VizzTone Label Release

Chris BadNews Barnes

“

BADNEWS RISING is exactly what we all need to bring us out
of these crazy times. The deep driving rhythm combined with

”

his witty, bawdy lyrics will both provoke and entertain and
have you singing along despite your better judgment!

- AMERICAN BLUES SCENE

Produced By

Tom Hambridge

